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Vagina Monologues draw little controversy
big crowds and thousands of dollars for charity
Erica Terence

Editor-in-chief
Seattle University'spioneer runof the Vagina Monologues drew surprisingly little
sold out crowds and approximately
56.000 this weekend.
"It was generallyaccepted,"said Suzannah
logan, junior drama major and director of
:ve Ensler "s monologues.
"The University took it really well"and reobserved, Rogan
allyenjoyedit from what I
fuss,

continued.
The production, based on more than 200
nterviews Ensler conducted with women
around the globe, was part of a collegecampaignorganized by the V-Day national movenent to end violence against women.
A cast made up primarily ofstudents transcrowds through a range ofemotions
d shocking soundeffects. Actresses whisred about vaginas, ranted about vaginas,
sang about vaginas, chanted about vaginas,

Erted

moaned about vaginas, joked righteously
about vaginas and expressedshame and pain

ibout vaginas.

Chris Abate, a senior computer engineerng major and his girlfriend Callie Ramsey, a
senior bio-chemistrymajor, came to see the
play Saturday because of strong recommendations from friends who had witnessedthe
performance the previous evening.
"1 think it's really important to have the
play on college campuses," Ramsey ex-

"Callie really wantedto go and I'veheard
it's really good so Ithought Ishould see it,"
Abate said.
Senior chemistry major Aaron VanDyke
had a mixed reaction to the monologues.
"I thought it brought up important issues
whichneed a non-gender specific solution,"
Van Dyke said.
Van Dyke wasone ofa numberof students
who stayed after the performance to
paticipate in the 'Vagina Dialogues.' Al-

Sarah Harris, sophomore, undeclared honors, performs a monologue during the Vagina
Monologes this weekend.
though the majority who attended the performance and stayed for the dialogues were
female, a surprising percentage of males
chose to participate, according to Todd
Dunfield, a self-proclaimed feminist and
graduate student majoring in student development administration.
The dialogues encouraged students to reflect on the play and its messages.
"Part of the process is laying ourselves
vulnerable to the fact that we don't know

everything about sexuality," said Dunfield,
who also said that the monologues had
openedup a seriesofdialogues between him
and his wife on sexuality.
"It's like space exploration."
"This is a sex positiveplay in some ways
and a sex negativeplay in other ways," said
Dunfield, who helped student producer
AdanaLloyd form the Society ofFeminists
at Seattle University.
V-Day National's theme for this year's

Valentine's Day productions of the monologues on collegecampuses around thecountry wasrecognizingvagina warriorsin every
community.
Dunfield wasone ofsix people honored as
local vagina warriors. Other honorees were
seniorhistorymajor Eric Holt who served as
tech director for the show, sophomore drama
major Emma Wilkinson and sophomore fine

See MONOLOGUES, Page 5

Earth Ministry advocates farming changes as
an environmentally friendly food strategy
Madeleine Hottman
Staff Writer

Schut, who has a biology degree from Wheaton College
and a master's degreefrom University ofOregoninenviron-

"It used to be that there were small-scale farms that processed the material right on the farm, but economic pressures from marketing and inputs caused there to be fewer
farmers. Theyjustcouldn't survive in that kindofeconomic
climate," Schut said.
"Now it's allowned by a few bigcompanies as a result of
vertical integration. A companyowns the seed, the tractors,
the silos, all the parts of a farm. It creates less complex relationships," Schut explained.
He said that the ideal farmingsystem and economy would
model that of an ecosystem with a web of relationships that
are diverse and interconnected.
According to Schut, the vertical form decreases thelikelihoodof the small fanner's survivalandalso creates a corporate way of farming that has less regard for environmental

mental studies, believes that the way food is produced results in harmful effects on the environment.
Schut hopes that ifpeople becomemore awareofpossible
consequences,views about food consumption may change.
"You can look at it this way: in living, others die. That's
the wayit is,but you can also look at food as a sacrament, as
opposed to desecration,"Schut said in the presentation.
Themain emphasis in Schut's presentation was thenotion
that theEarth belongs to God.
"Allfaith traditions should act onbehalf of nature tochange
the aspectsof society that act in a morally and ethically wrong
treatment of the environment. We need to reclaim the inherent value of creation," Schut said.
Schut claimed that, by bringingpeople of all faith back- factors.
involvement in public life.
"A small farmis moreproductive peracre and makes comMinistry
grounds
togethersuch as the 140 activists whowork forEarth
"My faith is an important part of my life. Earth
munities
that are worth living in. There is less waste in it,
system.
society
He
also
said
issues,
Ministry,
change
which are
can
the food
allows me to concentrateon environmental
harmful," Schut said.
social justice issues in the end. The poor are the ones af- that the food system is not going to last in the long run, as and the waste is
countimefarmers
in
this
prisoners
end,
the
and
it
is
aremore
than
full
injustice
in
the there
fected by environmental
church's duty to carefor both the poor and the environment," try. He explained this pointby describing how Americaused
See FOOD, Page 5
to farm.
Schut said.

Ever thought about the effects of the French fry you just
ate?
Students attending the latest SoupWith Substance had the
chance to explore this issue, and a number of others, focusing on the environmental, economic,and social implications
associated withfood and the America's mentality on food.
Sponsored by the Peace and Justice Center in Campus
Ministry onFeb. 12, the event began with a presentationby
Mike Schut from Seattle University's Earth Ministry.
Earth Ministry is a Christian environmental agency concerned with celebrating the environment, increasing awareness about it, encouraging moral activism, and addressing
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Security Report

Suspicioussyringe

At approximately 9a.m.Campus Public Safety staff discovereda syringe in the northwest
area of the Union Green. An
appropriatesafety tubewasused
torecover the syringe which was
disposed of in amedical waste
container andsent to beincinerated.
He'shere and gone
Tuesday2/10
At approximately 6:40 p.m.
CPS staffreceived a report ofa
man who made comments that
suggested theindividual wassuffering somementalhealthissues.
CPSstaffrespondedandlocated
the man on the exterior of the
Saint Ignatius Chapel Theman
was thenescorted off campus.

rebound in a game of basketball. known male, about 40 years old
The victim's bleeding wasbrought withgray hairhadattempted to steal
under control andice was applied. asmall stereo fromanoffice. When
the suspect exited the building one
of thewitnessesasked thepersonif
The wrongwayto windowshop the stereo belonged to him and he
replied no, returned it, and proThursday 2/12
Between 1:30 and 5 p.m. CPS ceeded eastboundonfoot.TheSestaff took three reports of auto attle Police were notified and both
prowls in the Broadway Parking CPS andSPD officers searched the
Garage.Inall threeincidentsawin- area but didnot locate the suspect.
dow was broken in order to gain
entry. A car stereo was taken from
two vehicles and nothing was reNot the precursor to a happy
AgaraeofO-U-C-H
Wednesday 2/11
portedstolen fromthe third vehicle. Valentine's Day
Friday 2/13
CPS staffreceived a report ofa
person with a head injury at 7:30
Atapproximately 4:45aon.CPS
p.m.in Connolly Center. Upon arAnhonest thief
patrolling the Pigott building
staff
Thursday
2/12
rival of CPS and anSFD aidunit
received
security
the victim was found to have sufCPS staff
a
came upon amale and female stufromthenorthareaofthe
dentinaloudverbal argument.The
trip
punctured
lip
fered a
and some alarm
bruising. Apparently the victimhad Lynn building at approximately persons were separated and the
hit their head against another 1:30p.m. CPS staffrespondedand woman said that her boyfriendhad
individual's head while going for a were told by witnesses that an un- pushedher that morning and had
Where was the alarm?
Wednesday 2/11
CPS received a report of some
missing electronic gameequipment
from the Student Center around 3
p.m. The equipment was not attached to the security devices normally used withsimilar equipment.
The theft has been reported to SeattlePolice andserialnumbers have
beenrecorded.

9

struck her in the past. Themale
admitted to having pushed his
girlfriend and also to being intoxicated. The victim did not
want to report the incident to
police and was escorted to her
residenthallwhere shewaslater
met by aResidence Life supervisor. Both students were instructednotto havecontact with
each other and assisted with
counseling information. Theincident wasreported to theResident Life supervisors and forwarded to the student conduct
system where appropriate is
scheduled to occur.

;

Theory links sickness with economic factors
"Poorer peoplehave poorerhealth,"he asserted. "The rich don't get sick as muchand
they don't die as often."
"Fifty-five years ago, the United States
Americans arebombarded everyday with
the country's latest health concerns. Mes- was the healthiest country in the world, and
sages about obesity,cancer,heart disease and the gap between the rich and the poor was
deadly viruses permeatebothlocal and na- smaller," he said. "So,is it the poor thatbe-

"As Ireflected on the patients Isaw, they
tended to be poor."
His time in Nepal where he studied and
worked with the community-based primary
health care systemestablished thereled him
to even more questions about what it was

"I agree withDr. Bezruchka about the gap
being the biggest reason for why we are so
unhealthy," saidKelle Hammock, seniorbiology major.'The huge gap shows how
greedyAmericans are andhow muchthat can
affect the level ofhealth."

world facing so many health and health-care problems? And, why didAmerica rank 26thin
the Health Olympics of 2003 beneath less
wealthycountrieslikeCosta Ricaand Spain?
According to Dr. Stephen Bezruchka, an
internationallyrecognized faculty member
in the University of Washington's School of
Health, the answer is one that most Americans have neverconsidered.
"Twenty-milliondeaths a year can be attributed to the gap between the rich and the
poor," he said at the discussion entitled Is
Society Making YouSick? held on Monday,
Feb. 9 in theLeRoux Conference Center.
Using an alternative approach to analyzing the wellness andhealth careproblems in
America, Dr. Bezruchka asks not what is
making us sick,but rather "what promotes

Japan and America.
"Ihad to abandon my belief that behaviors like smoking, wearing a condom and
eating right were the key to ahealthy society," he professed. "Japan smokes twice as
much and pays half the price. They have
half as many smoking-related deaths as the
U.S."
The discussion turned into a debate when
Law Professor James Bond, in his counterargument, asked the audience to look at alternative causes for the health problems in
the United States.
"Get a high school education,don't marry
early and don't have children out of wedlock," he said. "If you do these three things,
your chances ofbeingpoor are lessthan five
percent."
But Dr. Bezruchkasays "we need to examine not what makes an individual healthy,
but what makes a society healthy."

She asserted that race, gender and social
class are the three greatest determiners of
health.
"The poor are nothomogeneous,"she said.
"We need to continue to think about and
challenge the status quo, otherwise, it will
be more difficult to create an egalitarian society."
Dominic Draye,senior economicsand philosophy student, defended America as a
country with the means tobe a healthy society,pointing out thatmanypeoplelive longer
only because they are living in the U.S.
"We have the wealth to allow doctors to
do studies," he said. "We have the most upto-date equipment andmedication."
Dr. Bezruchka left those at the discussion
with a theory to think about and a decision
to make:
"You, the people, have the power to decide how sharing and caring we willbe."

Kate White
Staff Writer

Another key argument at the discussion
that made a society healthy. Much of his
presented by Assistant Professor ofthe
on
was
poor?
thehealth
ofnationshas
relied
So,
sick,
why
theory
isAmerica
come
or
the
sick
that
become
on
programs.
tional news
so unwell? Why is one ofthe wealthiest and Studies show that itis the poor that become comparing the behaviors and wellness of College of Nursing, Jenny Tsai.
most innovative countries in the

wellness?"

His answer? Economic equality.

sick."
Dr. Bezruchka's main argument rests on
the idea that egalitarian societies, like
Canada and Spain, are healthier and better
off.
"There's no uniformrelationship between
health and healthcare,"he said. "Americans
tend to get the two confused. There's also
no convincingevidencethatbetterhealthcare
means healthier people."
Dr. Bezruchka explained that the key to a
healthy society has little to do with behaviors, as American healthcare providers tend
to focus on,and more todo withbeneficence.
"We've made this society one that subsi-

dizes the rich and steals from the poor," he
said."We have to change the rules for who
gets what share of the pie."
As an emergencyroomdoctor inBellevue,
Dr. Bezruchkabegan to notice a trend ofsick
people.
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Speaker offers insight on contemporary slavery

TheSpectator
Feb. 19,2004

Meyling Sin-Miranda
Co-FeaturesEditor
"Twenty-seven million people are in slavery today,"Kevin Bales,one ofthe world's
leading slavery experts, said in front of a
large audience in the Pigott Auditorium on
Feb. 13.
"This represents a dramatic increase
around the world in the last 50 years," he
added.
Bales,aprofessor ofsociology at the University of Surrey, London, and director of
the U.S-based non-profit organization,Free
the Slaves, spoke about contemporary slavery in the global economy.
The event was sponsored by the Seattle
University International Law Society, Congressman Jim McDermott and the Urban
League ofMetropolitan Seattle United Nations Association.
Author of "DisposablePeople: New Slavery in the Global Economy," Bales defines
modern slavery as peoplecontrolled through
violence or its threat, working without payment and beingeconomically exploited.
"Weare not talkingabout people working
in low-payingsweatshops," Bales said, "but
a mix of total domination andeconomic exploitation."
Sahar Romani, an SU alumna who read
Bales' book, commented that although slavery is part ofAmerican history, theidea of
new slavery remains surprising.
"Slavery and contemporaryare two words
youdon't expect to see together," she said.
Bales explained the nature of slavery as a

social-economic relationship that has
changed due to the global populationexplosion. Other factors contributing to the increase of slavery include globalization and
its impoverishing impact on the developing
worldas wellas the corruption ofandcomplicity by government,especially police.
"Corrupt governments and police selland
rent violence to enslavepeople,"Bales said.
"Theabsolute heart of today'sslavery is violence."

Bales suggested that all these factors cre"glut of potentially enslaved people"
and therefore highlevels of vulnerability. He
added that most victims are promised false
jobsand then enslaved.
Modern slavery differs from old slavery
in that the price of slaves has fallen to an
all-time low.According to Bales, a 19-yearold healthy, agricultural male in Mississippi
inthe 1850s cost about $1,000, which translates to $38,000in today's money.However,
a 19-year-old agricultural worker from the
IvoryCoast can now be bought for $40.
Bales emphasized that as the costs of
slaves has decreased, their treatment has
worsened."This enormousshift has changed
the basic economic rules of slavery meaning that toobtain highprofits, slavesbecome
disposable andall the labor you can imagine is squeezed out of a human being," he
said.
Bales illustrated this phenomenon with
prostitution in Thailand, which is a very lucrative business in part because of the low
monetary cost of enslaved women.According to him, the life of a young woman in a
ate a

Ceremonies
mark grand
opening of
Hunthausen Hall
Megan Lee
Staff Writer
Thursday, Feb. 12 was the grand opening of
Seattle University's new School of Theology and
Ministry Building, Hunthausen Hall.
Throughout the day people were invited for informal self guided tours of the new space: to see
the seminar rooms, classrooms, faculty offices and
the McGoldrick Commons, and to view the museum quality art collection on display. People
trickled into the building, appreciating and observing for the duration of the sun streaked day.
At 2 p.m. tea was served,,attendees congregated
and stayed.
Then at 4 p.m. was the formal service at St.
Ignatius, followed by a procession back to
Hunthausen for the official blessing.
Students, faculty and the community areinvited
to tour the new facility at their leisure.
The renovation of the building itself is complete, but the front garden, the Japanese AmericanGarden's first phase,(also known as themeditation garden) is expected to be planted and laid
out by April,according to maintenance. Completion of the entire four phase project is expected
in 2005.
People interested in the project are invited to a
Day of Remembrance exhibit and lecture in the
Shafer Auditorium, on Feb. 19. The lecture is at
noon, and the exhibit will last from 3-9 p.m.
This "new" building is the old student union
building on the northeast sector of campus, next
to Xavier and the Gene E. Lynn Building

brothel lasts about two to three years. These
women are oftenabused and druggedbecoming mentally-ill and being "dumped" when
they contract HIV. "It's a worldof brutality
andbarbarismthat focuses ondisposability,"
he commented.
Unlike the past,ethnicity is not aprimary
device in contemporary slavery, although
Bales noted that it is often an indicator, a

"key variablein the equation." Bales warned
that slavery touches us not only because it is
"heartbreaking," but because it reaches
across throughcommodities andproducts we
have at home.
"The chocolate we enjoy so much might
come from children's harvesting of cocoa
plantations in Brazil," he said.
However,Bales pointed out that boycotting such products are not a solution to slavery. Although the global economic capacity of slaves is equal to $13 billion,the economic value of slavery is so minute that it
contributes to no more that five percent of
the production ofeach commodity.
Therefore,Bales suggested that better approaches to eradicate slavery internationally
are through the United Nations,by making
governments enforce their ownlaws and at
the grassrootsby protecting and supporting
individuals who are liberating and rehabilitating slaves.
"Awareness will lead to action," Evan
Martin, aSU senior majoring in philosophy,
commented.
"This is the generation that can end 5,000
years ofslavery," Kevin Balessaid."We are
the most powerful economic and political

Jessica Arena

Sociologist Kevin Bales
speaks about contemporary
slavery in the global
economy.

and we must turn that power into
that direction. Iwonder how free we actually are if we can't use the power to endslacountry

very."

Theologians reflect on Catholic
ethical thought, sexuality
SarahFischer
Staff Writer
Catholic ethical thought has a tradition of reflection on
human sexuality, whichis beingexplored moredynamically
as a result of more scientific knowledge about humans as
sexual beings. Fr. Peter Ely, SJ. and Dr. Susan Seeker took
on the pressing issue of Catholic ethics and sexuality last
Tuesday as partof the academic salons takingplace on campus. Both of the theologians clarified the distinct roles and
beliefs that the church holds in regards to human sexuality
and how that comes into play in our contemporarysociety.
"This opportunity allowed us to discuss an issue that is
always hidden," said sophomore Tiffany Miwongtum who
attended the salon withher friend.
Fr. Elybegan the talk by giving thespecific framework of
Catholic teaching on sexuality and why (both historically
and biblically)the church holds the position it does. He defined four different components of the church: the magistrate, the scholarship, the field, and the faithful. These four
different components constitute four essential and different
roles in the ethical thought process andthe church teaching.
This added depth to the issue in analyzing how the church
confronts their teachings and the reality ofpeoples' actions.
Hecontinued todefine the Church's "deepreverencefor the
sacredness of sex," the importance of mutuality of sex, sex
as reserved solely for marriage, and the application of natural law in regards to sex.
Also identified were the great challenges this causes to human beings. Fr.Elymade sure tohighlight that Catholic teachings hold that all people have intrinsic value and worth,no
matter their sexual affiliation. Fr. Ely pointed out that harsh
criticism is sometimes aresult of necessary limits on sexas a
result ofbelief inCatholic teachings.
"The tensionis healthy," stated Fr. Ely in aneffort to exemplify his recognition for the controversial discussion. Fr.Ely is
an associate professor of theology and serves as the Rector of
the Jesuit community. Catholic teachings and actual application of them in our society most often do not agree with each
other. In response,Fr. Ely and Dr. Seeker made due note of
this stating that they understand this reality and,therefore,now
is the time when discussionis most important.
"It's very important to discuss," commented Sophomore

JulianaBateman, who saw the sign up for this salonlast quarter and wanted to go ever since. Approximately 35 persons

from the Seattle University community attended.
Dr. Seeker followed the nuts-and-bolts layout of the teachings with a talk on the issues of contemporary society. Dr.
Seekeris VicePresident ofPlanning/Associate Provost as well
as an associateprofessor ofChristianEthics. She emphasized
the Catholic's belief in natural law and its history in accordance with human nature. Dr. Seeker pointed out that human
sexuality is more complicated than previously thought due to
scientific discoveries. She discussed the new scientific emergence ofhuman sexuality becomingmore various than similar
because of various conditions inhuman gender. Forexample,
a person mightbe more homosexualthanheterosexual by their
nature, while somemight be right in -between,and, yet, others
might beneither. Thechurch thenfaces the questionof whatis
ethical. She pointed out the church hassome valuable wisdom
in the matter that should not be ignored.
"Sex is not meant to be trivialized," Dr. Seeker explained.
"It is meant be a profound, significant commitment [between
the two people]." She continued to point out the dangers of
turning sexual acts into something very casual,only to satisfy
unhealthy urges and the premature act of sex that results in
destroying something that couldhavebeen very beautiful and
much more significant to the two people involved.
"Ithink they did a good jobof meeting both sides," Kristen
Larson, a freshman, reflected on the salon. Dr. Seeker and Fr.
Ely emphasizedthat faithand reasonare twoimportant sources
toarrive at morals.
Thetalk concluded with an opendiscussion with the large
group who attended at the Tekakwitha Collegium. Several
hard-hitting questions wereposed to the Theologians intopics ranging from birth control to same-sex parenting.
The future of the Catholic Church's teachings on sexuality, what kind of sex education is being taught in Catholic
junior and high schools to the value ofunconditional love in
either homosexual or heterosexual couples were also some
of the issues discussed.
Inresponse to a questionaboutthe future ofCatholic ethical thought and teachings, Dr. Seeker pointedout the understanding of the church and its call to everyoneinvolved to
be open to new ideas in light of the constant,ages-old search
forTruth.
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Boeing CEO visits Seattle University
EricaTerence

vs. military plane production by Boeing, and questions about is our corhpetiu'veadvantage,"Mulally said.
"Look,I'm a capitalist. Well I'm also a teamplayer and' I
'd like
Boeing'scompetition
withAirbus.
Editor-in-chief
He dismissedas myth theidea that themajority ofBoeing'sair- toseemarket forces determine whosurvivesintheindustry,' Mulally
added.
BoeingCEO andSeattleUniversity TrusteeAlan Mulallyjoked planes areproducedfor military use.
But questions aroseabout whether Boeing could hang onto its
"That's just not true, with the exceptionoflast year" Mulally
with a full auditorium ofstudents, faculty,administrationandcomto
a
from
response
question
panelist
competitive
advantage in a capitalist system if it seemedto have
said in
student
Ericka
munity memberson Wednesday,Feb. 11.
hanging
never
ontoits talent.
Briggs."We've
lightly,"
takenAirbus
trouble
After introductions from Albers Dean Joseph Phillips and Fr.
reassured,
ecoMulally
leadership
panelist
but
accusedAirbus
of
bad
Student
Paul TaylorquestionedMulally ori Boeing'stalStevenSundborg, Mulally launched into a talk on how his comemployeepool.
nomics.
ented
pany is "creating the future of flight."
"Ouraccess tocapital, customers andmarkets around theworld
"Given industrychallenges,how will Boeinghang on to its talThoughMulally tooka rather light-heartedapproach tohisspeech,
And why wouldIor otherpeople inthefield want tocomeand
ent?
he didn't shy away from difficult questions raised by researched
work
at Boeing?"Taylorprobed, asking aquestion ofimport to at
Many
Albers students and Boeingemployees.
of these questions
least
Boeingemployeesenrolled atSeattle University.
the325
Taylor
major
SU,
camefromPaul
withanMBA from seniorfinance
"Boeinghasbeen througha horrible situation andthisisabout a
and softball playerErickaBriggs, and SU financeand accounting
lotoftalentedpeople,"Mulallyresponded,validating Taylor'sconalumnus Richard Wood, who sat ona panel on stagewith Mulally.
cern.
Other questions camefrom the audiencenear theendof the event.
Boeing'sCEOcanremember whenhe joinedBoeingas anaero"We're so interdependent and SARS scared everybody about
nautical engineer in 1969. He canremember thinking,along with
travellinganddevastatedthe industry,"Mulally said,addressing a
many ofhis colleagues,that Boeing wasinneedof a restructuring
question about profits and acknowledging the Asian epidemic's
for better stability,productivity, andefficiency.
effect on the normaleconomic cycle withinhis industry.
"So far we've been able to track the most talented people to
Despite a series ofeconomic downturns stemming from events
come
and work for us," Mulally said, closing the discussion on
likethedotcom"bubbleburst," September11andSARSoutbreaks,
employee
talent.
Mulally washopeful thatBoeing's GDPmight surpass threeperMulally may be right, butMBA studentand Boeingemployee
cent by the endofthe year,albeit ayear later than theincrease was
Paul Frankel wasn'tquite finished with the discussion on Boeing
expected.
employees.
"I'veneverbeenmore proudto workfor Boeing,"Mulally em"What strategy does Boeing have to bring the union into the
phasized.
as anintegrationcompany?"Frankel asked.
company
answer,
Other questions weren'tas easy to
however. Mulally
"Our position is,ifemployees choose to be represented weremight beproud ofhis company,but hehadsome explainingtodo
spect that decision and we respect the union as an institution,"
about some slipperybusiness ethics practices within Boeing.
said in defense ofBoeing'spolicies.
Mulally
a
can
your
embarrassing
people
reputation,"
"It's
that few
ruin
After the event had ended,Mulally, Frankel, Briggs and others
Mulallyadmitted.
expressedsatisfaction with the event.
"Recognize that it's about safety, airplanes and getting people
"I thought the quality of questions was fabulous. Allof these
where they want to go. Boeing needs to recommit to ethics and
issues on ethics andbusiness behavior areimportant to address,"
integrity and focus onasetofbehaviors that workandare accepted,"
Mulally
said.
theCEO added.
Frankel appreciated the event forother reasons.
In his reflection on Boeing's conduct, Mulally gave a taste of
"Although it'sdifficult to answerthese questions inthiskind ofa
how it had personallyaffected his life too.
setting,
exceptforquestions ongeneralstrategy,I'dsay it washelp"Doyou think 1 likeit whenI
walk intothe storeinthe morning

and the QFC ladies at thebakery holdup the newspaperandask
what'sgoingon with my company?" Mulallyaskedhis audience.
Mulallyalsoaddressedquestions aboutchanges insupply strat-

egies, corporate headquarters relocation to Chicago, commercial

Boeing CEO Alan Mulally speaks about
"creating the future of flight."

MONOLOGUES(Continuedfrom page 1)
arts major

Soonja Doyle who both performed in the monologues. Other vagina
warriors were professors Jennifer Vest and
Mara Adelman.
Formaleslike Eric Holt who wereeager
to help, soundand tech direction provided
ways to get involved with the production
without actually getting on stage and talking about vaginas. V-Day National requests
that everyone who auditions be involved
with the show in one way or another, according to Rogan.
Dunfield,Rogan, and Lloyd wereall impressedby thechemistry of the cast both on

and off of the stage.
"The actresses dida phenomenaljobcapturing the essence of the show,"commented
Rogan, whocalled the show a "greatrepresentation of documentary theater."
"They really bonded and they're so
chummy," Dunfield said.
"There's thisnucleus of womennow who
areconversing.They'reawakeand aliveand
finding a voice," he said.
"Ifelt like I
wasin a women'slockerroom
1
was
there
helping outduring rehearswhen
als," he added.
Apparently that chemistry amongthe cast
paidoff to the tune ofapproximately $6,000.
After $175 spent on lighting, the monologue crew was able to make use of many
resources for free. For example, the talent
was free and the space was free. Babes in
Toylandevendonated complimentary vibrators for cast members in recognition of
sexual freedom.
The student production willsplit its profitsbetween two Seattle organizations, Communities Against RapeandAbuse(CARA)
andthe Women's Freedom Center, while 10

Jessica Arena

percent ofall proceeds willbedonated to VDay National'scampaign to raiseawareness
about morethan300 disappeared,raped,and
mutilated womenin Juarez,Mexico,and in
hopes of preventing this sort of violence in
the future.
"V-Day National designated Juarez as a
place so needy on the map that we'vegotta
do something," Dunfield explained.
He describedCARA asan organizationon
"shoestringbudget,"offering
a
the only free
rape counseling inallof Seattle, andpioneering aproject onoverlooked sexuality issues
for people withdisabilities.
Dunfield anticipates that the Vagina
Monologue's several-thousand-dollar donation should help free up additional funds to
"get out infront of the problem ofviolence
against women, and begin working to prevent it, instead of justpicking up the pieces
after arape or crisis or injusticeevery time."
The Women's Freedom Center (WFC) is
a relatively youngorganization initssecond
year of the 'Senoras Project.' Volunteers
bring women with experience with domestic violenceand at-risk populations together
at community trainings.
"The goalof these workshopsis tocreate
a culture where rape isn't allowed and
womenare empowered with the theory behindthe cycle of violence,"Dunfield said.
"The monologues crowd was really responsivelast night.It wasagoodeducational
eye opener," commented Jessie Gleckel,

WFC director.

Themonologues productioncrew felt satisfied that they had accomplished both of
their goals: to build a criticalconsciousness
on women'sissues through educationand to
raise money.

ful for Boeingstudents and non-Boeingstudents to gain clarity"
Frankelexplained.
"Mulallymadeit verycomfortable. 1didn't feel nervous.He was
funnyandthatdefinitelyhelped,"commentedpanelist ErickaBriggs.

FOOD (Continuedfrompage 1)
Theprice the environment paysfor the production ofaFrench fry is not included in the
costof the fry itself.The companies thatproduce the fry donot take theenvironment into
consideration in the way a small farm could,
according to Schut.
Schut offered the example of how a
French fry gets to a fast food restaurant.
The problem with foods like fries,according to Schut, is that in producing it, there
are many externalities, which are environmentally wasteful parts of the production
process.
Schut says that thebest way people can
get involved in changing the system is to
encourage government leaders to make
policies that help people become more
aware of the top three ways they can
change the destruction of the environment:
transportation, meat, fruits,grains and vegetables.

One small steppeople can take is to help
make bike lanesin the city or make a more
reliable and readily available public transit
system. Schut also said that buying from
farmers markets or price share programs allowsfarmers to selltheir produceyear-round
and keepsthem inbusiness during bad years.
The key, Schut said, is to make it convenient,but also to make people aware of
the reasonsbehind community farming so
that they will have a changeof heart.
Throughslow change, these efforts would
become societal and therefore more permanent.

"Individualshave to makethe decision, so
the change in the food system rests on individuals changing,"Schut said.
Some might argue that getting all faith
backgrounds involved in change would not

work because they believe that God gave
them dominion over the earth, and therefore
they can do whatever they want with it, giving them an excuse to disregard the effects
humans have on the environment.
"Christians try to emulateChrist, who led
by serving. Theconnotation they should get
from that scripture is that weare servants of
the earth,and that means wehave to carefor
it," Schut said.
Some alsomight argue thatbyhavingsmall
farms, it wouldlead to a biggerproblem with
world hunger, as there would not be enough
food togo around. Therefore,corporatefarming helps hunger, and taking it away would
not be realistic, Schut reasoned briefly onbehalfofhis opponents.
"Hunger is not a factor of availabilitybut
of poverty," Schut said in response.
"At this stage in my life, I'm kind of
trappedby theresidence halls.It's really hard
toresearch tofind small farms to buy my food
from," said Hilary Case, a junior Spanishand
communications major.
"I think it's impractical right now, but I
would like,at some point inmy life,be able
to live conscientiously and thoughtfully to
change the food process. 1 can make small
changes now, but it would have to be more
convenient to makethose lifestyle changes
now," Caseadded.
"I appreciated the presentation. 1 think it's
important that this campus cares. Campus
ministry was the perfect co-sponsor of this
type of presentation," Lisa Whalen, a junior
biologymajor, said of the presentation.
Earth Ministry is located at 6512 23rd Aye.
NW, Suite 17, in Seattle. For moreinformation visit www.earthministry.orgorcall (206)
632-2426.
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Lichtenberger combines love ofsports, writing Redhawk Roundup
information desk for three
Angelina Sanelli

years.

Sports Editor

"I really enjoy college
athletics a lot and so have
always tried tokeepmyself
involved in it in some
way,"said Lichtenberger.
After graduating in 1999
from SU, as a journalism
major, Lichtenberger went
on to work for the Seattle
Times at the sports desk
andeventually as anonline
news assistant.
But then the position for
asports information director opened up at SU, and
jumped at
chance to hold an athletic position at the school
truly en'beingheat.would
This position
s 10 times more attractive than the onehe held at

Since he was young,
Jason Lichtenberger has
felt sports were his call-

ing. He played soccer,
baseball and basketball
until high school,but decided to take his love of
sports and combine it
with one of his strengths,
writing.
He grew up in downtown Sacramento untilhe
was 11 and it seemed to

him that it wasn't always
thebestplace for a young,
active boy to grow up.
"We were restricted to
playing in our backyard

thtenberger

tknew

because it was safer than
the front where cars and
busy traffic was always

Angelina Sanelli
Sports Editor
Men's and Women'sIndoor Track
The men and women's indoor track and field team
had ameetthislast weekend at the University of Washington.
For the men, SteveManos placed 15* in the 3000run with a
timeof8:50.75.MattBlameplaced 22nd in the400dash, Garrett
Brown placed tenth and the 4x400 Relay placed sixth with a
time of 3:28.31. Seattle Universityplaced second in theDistance Medley with a time of 13:31.33, Theresa Mangahas
placed ninth in the pole vault with a 10 foot 10 inch jump.
Emily Ferguson placed 13* in the 800 run and Lydia Lauer
placed 22nd

.

Men's and Women's Swimming

Themen and women's swim team had a meet this
last weekend in Long Beach, Calif., where the men's 400yardfreestylerelay team took secondoverall meeting NCAA
Division11national qualifying standards. Senior Tim Collins,
junior Ryan Denzer, senior Rui Ewald and sophomore Jesse
Shelton all earned aticket to the NCAAIInational meet with
a finishing time of3:04.61. Collins also took second in the
100-yard freestyle and freshman Dwight Thompson placed
third in the 1650-yard freestyle, both earning all-conference
honors.The womenfinished seventh outof 14 teams with591
teampoints. Senior captain EliseFischbach placed fifth in the
200-back withatimeof2:07.98. JuniorMarion Gallagher was
10thinthe 200-yard breaststroke andjuniorRachel DiPasquale
placed 11* in the 100 free with54.4 seconds.

the Seattle Times, so he
passing through," said
Sports
been
the
InforJason
has
Lichtenberger
knew this was what he
Lichtenberger.
wanted to do.
His parents decided to mation Director at SU for four years.
Now, four years later,
move the family out of
Lichtenberger
is stillat SU
thebusy downtown areain toaresidential areaofSacramento,
Here,Lichtenberger was a ble tomake friends withother boys is the sports information director.
"Ilove what Ido and am very dedicated toit. Iam willing
around the neighborhood and play baseball in the middle of
:o
put in the long hours, which is what anyone in this posithe street or walk to a neai by high school to play on thebasketball court.
ionhas to do to do a good job," said Lichtenberger. "I am
Men's Basketball
school,
When Lichtenberger was in high
he became the ilso very passionate in what Ido, especially whenit comes
So far this season the men's basketball teamis 8-14
sports editor for his school newspaper for two years. This :o doing statistics. Some might think it's odd or nerdy,but I overall,4-9 in the conference. Sophomore Jeffrey McDaniel
taught him more about how to become a better writer, yet :njoy it. Ihave tobe very meticulous in what Iwriteand put leads the team averaging 12.3 points per game and 6.3 reDut there to thecommunity because everymistake that Imake bounds. Juniors Andy Bloom and Bim Makinde second and
still be involved inschool sports.
It then came time to search for colleges. Lichtenberger eflects the athletic department as a whole."
thirdon the team for average points,Bloomwith10.5 points
Although Lichtenberger feels he has all those strengths, and Makinde with8.5 points. Freshman RyanWebb leads the
knew a few things that he wantedin a school. He wanted to
le does realize there are things that he could also work on
attend a small Jesuit school and major in journalism.
teamwith 87 assists forthe season,senior Nic Lanois second

"1attendeda Jesuit highschool, whichis what turned me
on to Seattle University. The idea ofsocialjustice is something that Istrongly believe inand is what SU is allabout. I
believebeing able to think aboutitand use it when working
with the community reallyheightens a person's collegeexperience and education," said Lichtenberger.
Although Lichtenberger did not play any sports at SU, he

never gaveup.
"I tried out for thesoccer team my freshman year,but was
cut from the team. Ihad a late start on gearing up for the
tryouts and also ran into an ankle injury that had not yet
"
healed," said Lichtenberger. So it was just as well Ididn't
make the team, but to this day Istill give the coach a hard
time aboutcutting me."
Though he was not able to play sports, he stayed active in
the athletic community ofSU.He worked on the Spectator,
the newspaper on campus,for two years, one of themas the
sports editor,and also worked at the Connolly Center sports

such as building relations outside of SU and helping with on the team inrebounds with an average of 4.2 and sophofiindraising for the department. But, "I don't have enough more Scott Rainey is third withand averageof 4.0rebounds.

ime to do everything," said Lichtenberger.
Themen will play at home this weekend against Alaska-AnIn his spare time, Lichtenberger still involves himself in chorage onThurs. at 7 p.m. and Alaska-Fairbanks onSat. at 7
sports.
p.m.
He coaches high school soccer at Issaquah High School
md youth soccer at St. Joseph's school in Issaquah.
Women's Basketball
Lichtenbergeralsohas been helpingin broadcasting thebasThe women'sbasketball teamis 8-13 overall this seacetball games this season on KSUB.
son,4-8 intheconference. JuniorThersiaBusch averages13.8
Lichtenbergerenjoys playing soccer,baseball and golfnow points per game and 5.8 rebounds, leading the team in points
»nd again,althoughgolfing, he says, "gets a little tooexpen- and placing second in rebounds. Freshman Ashley Payne is
sive" for him.So rather than playinggolf, he enjoys watch- second onthe team with11.2points andNikkiPewitt is third
ing his favorite movie, "Caddyshack."
on the team with9.4 points per game,but leads the teamwith
Even though this easy-going and care free individual didn't 6.1rebounds.Senior JadeWhite is thirdon the team with 4.5
jet to liveout hischildhood dreamsofbecoming a professional reboundsandseniorMarisa Youngleads the teamin94assists and
ithlete, Lichtenberger is still happy with whathe is doing.
39 steals pergame. Thewomenare onetheroad playingAlaskaSeattle may not have theheat that heloves like Sacramento; FairbanksonThur.andAlaska-AnchorageonSat.There nexthome
le is content withhislife and for now enjoys living and work- game is Feb.26against Humboldt State University at 7p.m.
ng inSeattle andbeing involved with the athletics at SU.

Life is calling.
Cheap Fanes? Budget Hotels?
Advisors Who Get It?
This ain't your parents' travel agency...it's yours.

How far will you go?
Peace Corps offers opportunities around the
world in fields as diverse as agriculture, health,
environmental education, business advising,

and teaching English. Hundreds of overseas
assignments are just waiting to be filled.

On-Campus Interviews at SU
Thursday, March 4
- Hour-long
appointments

|WWW.Statravel.COm~]

~~^

4341 University Way NE

(206) 633.5000
424 BroadwayAye. East

(206) 329.4567
onune >» on

the PHone >>

on

cnmpu/

>> on the /treet

Contact Errin Byrd Jett at (206) 239-6607 or
by e-mail at ebyrd@peacecorps.gov to
schedule your interview. (SU students only.)
Applications must be received in the
Seattle Peace Corps office by
Monday, March 1,in order to interview.

Corps
Peace
www.peacecorps.gov
800.424.8580, Option 1

r^j
~%D^

Not Ready for
the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT specialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, Idon't
think anyone knows more
about this tast, or how to teach
it, than Ido.That's why 1 still
leach ray own classes. That's
why you should call me.
tvfy nine week coui'se features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for thereasonable
price of $»!»5.
Ican
- answer any LSAT question let an prove it. Call now
for a free seminar:
524-4915
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Is marksmanship considered a sport?
Megan Lee
Staff Writer
Living in a culture where guns are so prevalent, it is important to understand them, andunderstandinghelps to alleviate fear. With the way weapons(of varying levels of destruction) are portrayed in media and in society we tend to
forget marksmanship is a sport. It is more than justhunting,
the sport of aiming and shooting at targets is as old as the
guns themselves. Firearms are engrained in American culture, represented in the Winter Olympics and are actually
quite fun when used right.

For those new to the game, an indoor shooting range is a
great place to start. You can test a trigger finger, scratch an
itchy one in a controlled environment or just learn the rules
of safety tobe a better-equippedindividual. Just contact your

MarksmanshipClub.
At the local range
(see phone book)
people tend to be
helpful, just walk up
to the counter and get

— it's alot like
—
Bowling except
setup

Megan Lee

youare givenear and
eye protection,
choose a target and
pick a gun from behind the counter instead ofshoes.
A beginner should
gravitate toward a
smaller gun, for indoor targetpractice a
good place to start is
a .22-caliber revolveror a .22-semiautomatic. The .22semiautomatic is a

It is a sport, it's a culture. The groups at indoor ranges like
Sam's are pretty homogenous (the "good-old-boys" all wear
jeans,a few guysbring their girlfriends) but generally shooters are accepting, knowledgeableand helpful.National Rifle
Associationapprovedsafety classes are offered in basic gun
safety andin huntingsafety.
Educational options are encouraged, to give insight in
proper gun handling and usage, to elevate fear and make future marksmenand womenmoreknowledgeable.Professionals encourage lessons so beginners learn the sport right, and
don'tpick-up "badhabits."
The feeling of shooting a gun and hitting your target
squarely is as exhilarating as landing a 20-foot ski jump, or
hitting a home run. The smell of gunpowder permeates the
cold room and spent casings dance around the steely concrete floor. With your ear and eyeprotection fastened tight
and the power in your hands, your skill displayed
— by the clusteringofholes in the target. When it'spulled in slyly glancing around to make sureothers to notice.
Ranges, like Sam's, have an on duty Range Officer who
oversees the operations, explains waiversand rents out various guns fromunder the glass counter (for about $9). Or you
can bringyour own, but ifyou use a firearm belonging to the
club you can't bring your own ammo, you must purchase it
on site, about $2 for 50 ,22-caliber rounds. Lane fees vary
but are usually about $12.
The rules areplain, precise and posted,if you areover 18,
just sign a waiver and take your place on the firing line. If
it's a busy day like Saturday, you mayhave to wait in the on
deck circle, listening, watching and anticipating.
But once in, youhave passed the thresholdof the supposedly soundproof double-doors, and arrived at your lane it is
time to load theammunition. Other enthusiasts offer plentiful advice and hints: "Just relax." "Don't lean too far back,
concentrate on your grip and the sight, then shoot."
According to the National Sports Shooting Foundation
about 23 million Americans identify themselves as marksman, target shooters or muzzleloaders. And a somewhat diversegroup ofsome40 million Americans participatein hunting and other recreational shooting each year, with a wide
variety of informal shootingactivities and formal competi-

tions for shotgun,rifleand handguns.The sport is widespread.
When makingjudgments,first-hand experienceis important, and guns are a great example. They get a lot of bad
press but a firearm is just inanimate metal. During the average American lifetimemany people will come into contact
with a gun, it is what is done withit that gets into the news,
and others little "mascots" with various bulls eyes.Or you having knowledge,experienceand understandingis thebest
can bring your own photographs and such, but remember it defense.
Many ranges,like Sam's, recyclepaper targets and spent
is out in thelane andeveryone is watching and they discourammunition.
age representations of political figures.
SeattleUniversity has a Marksmanship Club and they will
"It's not about killing people, it's about shooting paper,"
Lon, a gun expertat Sam'sGun's in Everett,reminds marks- be takinga trip to the range onFeb. 27.Contact Dena Burke,
club president, for more informationat burked@seattleu.edu.
men and marksvvomen.
get used to, but the clip can tend to stick. The revolver, or
"cowboygun" is a littlemore difficult to loadand needs to
be cockedeach time, but it is fun to aim and quite accurate.
Then it is time to choose a target: the old"6-pack" or standardbull'seyes aregreat,but there are also other trademarked
options on offer such as the"Mullet," the "Bad-Guy,""Andy"

Snoozer-Sonics lack intrigue
AustinBurton
Opinion Editor
TheSeattle Supersonicsare theNBA'sanswer todry toast,
rice cakes and Corn Flakes. They'renot great. They're not
terrible. They're just...there.
Like a bowl of Corn Flakes without sugar, the Sonics are
devoidofflavor. They are the most boring,nondescript team
in the League.

Since I'm too young to remember the 1979 championship team, my Sonics glory days go from about '91 to '98.
In that span, Seattle made the NBA Finals once, the WesternConference Finals twice,and one year finished with the
League's best overall record.
And withsuperstars Shawn Kemp andGary Payton,they
had two of the most dynamic characters in the League.On
the court, Kemp was a tornado personified, an unnatural
blend of power, speed and gravity-defying dunks. Payton
zippedaroundlike Speedy Gonzales,equal parts cornerback
and quarterback,trash-talking the entire time.
Today's Sonics are nowhere near as intriguing, let alone
as successful. The team has been consistentlymediocre for
the past few years, andlast year finishedbelow .500 for the
first time since '87.Itseemslike everyyear they either barely
miss the playoffs or sneak in as alower seed, quietly making a first-round exit.
And the Emerald City's newest pair of stars, Ray Allen
and Rashard Lewis,are like a FordFocus compared to the
Ferrari that was Kemp and Payton.
While Allen is truly a great player, and Lewis is slowly

but surely getting there, they just don't capture your attention like other NBA stars. Allen Iverson, Tracy McGrady,
—
Kobe Bryant for better or worse, they do things that you
talk about at school or work, using words that aren't even
words. Have you ever done that for Ray Allen? As talented
as they are, Allen and Lewis just aren't exciting to watch.
And they're not the only two.Seattle's roster is full of solid
but unspectacular players. Vladimir Radmanovic, Brent
Barry, and FlipMurray the topscoring threatsbesidesAllen
andLewis are all jump shooters. While that's not bad, and
it leads to some high-scoring affairs, the Sonics have somehow managed to pull off the rare boring-yet-high-scoring
game. You don't see fast breaks, highlight-reel dunks and
fancypasses. They just shoot jumper after jumper, and the

—

—

next thing you know, they've put up a c-note.
This team also lacks personality and outwardpassion, two

of the main reasons players like Iverson, Payton and Kevin
Garnett are so popular; why players like Magic Johnson,
Michael Jordan and Isiah Thomas were soloved.
It didn't use to be that way. In the mid-90s, the city really
cared about this team.Everyonehad nicknames: The Reign
Man, The Glove, Big Smooth, The Hawk...does anyone on
the '03-04 Sonics other than Murray have a cool nickname?
(And "Flip" isn'teven allthatcool.)Local bands don't make
songs about the Sonics anymore, as Sir Mix-a-Lot and the
Presidents of the United States did back in the day.
As the trading deadline passes today, maybe Seattle will
do somethingsignificant. Because in the NBA, being boring
canbe worse than being bad.
Sadly, the Supersonics areboth.

REDHAWKS
SPORTS 4

LEISURE
CALENDAR
Thursday. Feb. 19"1
Men's basketball vs.Alaska- Anchorage@ 7 p.m. (home)

Women's basketball vs. Alaska-Fairbanks (away)
Jazzercise7:15-8:15 a.m.@ Connolly Classroom
Yoga Plus 4-5:15 p.m. @Connolly Quiet Room
Evening Yoga 6-7 p.m. @ Student Pavilion Multiuse
Lindy Hop 1 7:30-8:30 p.m. @Pigott Auditorium
Irish Dance 7: 15-8: 15 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom

Friday. Feb. 20th
Yoga 2-3 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom

Saturday.Feb. 21st
Alumni vs. Alumnibasketball game 4 p.m. § Connolly Center

Men'sbasketball vs. Alaska-Fairbanks @ 7 p.m. (home)
Women's basketball vs. Alaska-Anchorage(away)

Swimming@ Whitworth College(away)

Track & Field Indoor Championships @ Nampa, ID

Monday. Feb. 23rd
Yoga 4:30-5:30 p.m. @ Connolly Quiet Room
Spinning 5:30 p.m. @ Connolly Spinning Room
Basic Yoga 5:45-6:45 p.m. @Connolly Quiet Room

KyokushinKarate 5:30-7:30 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom

Tuesday. Feb. 24th
Jazzercise 7:15-8: 15 a.m. @ Connolly Classroom
Pilates 1 4:00-4:50p.m. @ Student Pavilion Multiuse
Pilates 2 5-5:50 p.m. @ Student Pavilion Multiuse
Spinning 6 p.m. @Connolly Spinning Room
Tap Dance 6:30-7:20 p.m. @ Pigott Auditorium

Capoeira 6:30-8 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom
Lindy Hop 2 7:30-8:30 p.m. @Pigott Auditorium

Wednesday. Feb. 25th
Yoga 4:15-5:15 p.m. @ Connolly Quiet Room
Spinning 6 p.m. @ Connolly Spinning Room
Kyokushin Karate 7-9 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom
Tai Chi 12-12:55 p.m. ©Student Pavilion Multiuse
Learn to Swim 7-7:45 p.m. @ Connolly west pool
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New restaurant brightens SU's atmosphere
Kate Opatz
Staff Writer
It's a small, unassuming building.
The nameof the restaurant isn'timmediately obvious and the dark windows of
Lark encourageyou to cup your eyes with
your hands andpeer in.
Just over two months old,Lark,
whichoccupies the old Kokeb building on
12th Avenue,has had a successful debut,
withmost of it's publicity being word-ofmouth. "I'msurprised that business has
grown this fast," admitsJohn Sundstrom,
co-owner andhead chef.
Sundstromand his wife,Kelly
Ronan, withco-owner J.M. Enos, began
searching for a building for their restaurant last spring. As Sundstrom says,
"There is a lot going on downtown," so ■■
they opted for something off of the beaten
track. "We likedthis building becauseit
was free standing," says Sundstrom, "It's
close to Pike and Pine and a lot of
nightlife, but it's not in the heart ofit."
The name "Lark" was selected
through "aprocess ofelimination" for its
various meanings, in particular the
suggestion of a celebration or a happy
good time. It is also a songbird or, in
England, a practical joke.
The restaurant is small, with a cozy,
cabin-like feel. The walls are creamand

mealfor one person,but theidea is to
promote sharing and encourage a social

atmosphere. Plates are generallyplaced in
themiddle ofthe table for everyone to taste.
The menu is straightforward in
description and usually includes all the
ingredients in themeal. There are no
extra,surprising sauces or flavors.
Cheeseis an important part of ameal
at Lark and is offered as either a starter or
a dessert. "We always have 8-10 great
quality cheeses," says Sundstrom, "Eating
cheese in America is up and coming."
The menu offers goat, sheep, or cow
cheese, which are made everywhere from
Vermont to Corsica, and maybe paired
with sides such as almonds or olives.
John Sundstrom learned to cook at a
Japanese restaurant and sushibar and
graduated from the two-yearculinary

program at the New EnglandCulinary
TheChef's personal favorite meals at
Lark include the razor clam chowder with
Institute in Montpelier, Vermont. He says
turnip, truffle,and thyme, or the pork belly
he has been "mentally ready to open a
Lounge
dish,
restaurant" sincehe left the Dahlia
whichhe describes as "flavorful and
then,
Since
withrichness frombacon fat."
years
meaty
ago.
four-and-a-half
he
at
has been the ExecutiveChef Earth &
On the budget of a college student,
Hotel,
portions at Lark can add up. It's
in
the
W
another
restaurant
the
small
Ocean
tempting to sample a variety of the
that highlights farm-direct produce.
Sundstrom regards his experiencein appealing menu as well as various cheeses.
the restaurant industry as a vital key to the Regardless, for a special occasion it is a
great way to enjoy fresh, creative food and
success ofLark. "It'san easy business to
losemoney in," he says, "It's important to
is an easy walk from campus, even with
dressy shoes.
have worked in the industry."
The restaurant is usually full on
There are many costs to opening a
Fridays and Saturdays and can generally
restaurant, however, such as china,
furniture,and alcohol. "Many people just
handle two large parties a night. Lark
"
see the glamorous side, says Sundstrom, doesn't accept reservations and while the
"It's the closest thing to Hollywood for a
wait may be anywhere from a few minutes
lot of people, but it's labor intensive. You to an hour, the food more than compensates.
need to be a good manager."

the floor is dark, well-wornwood. Sheer,

graceful panels of fabric give tables an
aura of privacy and the overall atmosphere
is as elegant as the food.
Sundstrom describes the menuof
Lark as having an "American and Europeanbackground" and being"artisan

focused." The restaurant sticks to the
philosophy of theSlow Foodmovement.
This means a focus on fresh, unprocessed
food from neighborhoodfarms and stores.
Most of the food comes from local
farmers and cheesemakers and the dishes
are intended to highlight their high quality
ingredients. "If a guest wants to know
wheretheir fish came from, Iwant to be
able to tell them," explained Sundstrom.
Food is served at Lark in small
portions which range from about $5-15.
Two to four dishes willusually make a

Dinner parties enjoy their meals with a glass of wine.

Carlos Rodriguez
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Sarah D.Fischer
Staff Writer
The marketbustles and the sun shines over workers
and passers-by. Nicaraguan artisans whittle at Mahogany
bark, shape ceramic vases, and create patterns inhandweaved bracelets. They work diligently and form every
piece of wood or ceramic into a piece of art. They smile
and chat in Spanish as they do what they love: create
things. But their art also helps themearn money for their
family.

Three thousand, two hundred eleven miles away, a
student at the Seattle University Bookstore inquisitively
looks over three large displays of crafts. She inspects the
ornate details that must have taken much dedication and
many longhours to craft. She picks up a multi-colored,
wooden sugar bowl, then wanders next toward some
ceramic vases,and continues over to try on a bracelet.
She marvels at the waythe bracelet looks onher
— wrist and
makes up an excuse in her mind to purchase it it has to
be someones birthday, there has to be someHallmark
holiday around the corner, or, better yet, it shall be a gift
to herselffor getting through mid-terms. What she may
not realize is that she is not onlybuying a gift for herself
or someone shecares about, but she is supporting a family
inNicaragua and the efforts of many in the Seattle
University community.
The cultural exchange wasmade possible by a
distinctive partnership between Seattle University and the
Universidad Centro Americana (UCA) in Managua,
Nicaragua. Many people played a key role in making the
admirableendeavor of supplying these authentic crafts in
our bookstore turn into a reality.
The partnership developedlong before the first
items were stocked last fall. It all began threeyears ago
when a student group visited Nicaragua to study microenterprise (where small loans are made in order for
persons to gain financial recovery through business
exchange). With the full supportofPresident Fr. Stephen
V. Sundborg, they were off to Managua. UCA is a small,
Jesuit universitymuch like Seattle University and this was
the first timethe crafts were seen.
"We were very impressed at what they were doing,"
remembers Dr. BarbaraParker about the crafts she saw on
her visit. Dr. Parker is a professor ofmanagement and
continues to be a key player in turning the idea of fair,
globalexchangeinto reality.
Joe Orlando, Director of the Office of Jesuit
Identity, helpedestablish this partnership betweenthe two

Jesuit schools. Catherine Walker, V.P. of Administration
and University Council, is yet another person who helped
in the business venture along with SU Bookstore Manager. Robert Spencer.
"We wantedto developpossibilities where possibilities emerged," comments Joe Orlando. "These projects
emerged out ofpeople's inspiration."
UCA has a business developmentand loan department that not only created an export function of their
university specifically for this partnership,but also
supplied loans to the local artisans. NITLAPAN isVCA's
micro-economic foundation. It is one ofthe many Jesuit
supported missions inCentral America.

TheOffice of Jesuit Identity traveled southin 2002
in part to work for NITLAPAN to try and develop the idea
of selling those crafts in the states. Throughout the year,
the ideas swarmed and receptive feedback flourished. In
2003, Orlando and Walker brought some of the crafts back
via two very heavy suitcases.
Several Seattle University students became essential
figures as they developeda business plan for the exchange
as part of Dr. Parker's 2003 winter class. The students did
test market research the AnnualInternational Dinner, to
see how the products might do at our school. Some of the
crafts were sold and positive feedback came from surveys
as well.
The extensive project was divided into six teams,
each witha different focus on international business
exchange. Everything from international market analysis
to tariff and shipping legalities to cross-cultural communication issues were addressed.
Angelica Germani, a fifth-year senior in International Business, was part of Dr. Parker's class last winter.
She was the projectmanager for team three, who focused
on issues primarily relating to costing, risk analysis,
budgeting, and analyzing political and financial risks. As
one of six project managers, she servedas a liaison
betweenDr. Parker and this particular group.
"It was entirely student-run,"recalls Germani. "We
decided our own deadlines...lt was frustrating at first
because this was the first timeanything like this went on,
we were guineapigs and welearned as we went."
Orlando has continued a fruitful and essential

relationship with the people in Nicaragua
"In Latin andCentral America business is based on
relationships. Many students found this to be one ofthe
greatest challenges of the project," remembers Dr. Parker.
As a result of the challenges,the quarter-long
project, withall ofits ups and downs, became that much
more satisfying to the members involved. Hypothetical

situations usually given in classrooms were greatly
surpassed as actual lives had the great potential to be
affected by the decisions made within the walls ofthe
Pigott Building. Germani remembers a very large concern
for the class as a whole in making sure that Nicaraguan
artisans were also benefitingin the partnership.
"At the end, it seemed like webonded more, we
The project was ours," continued
weremorecohesive
Germani affectionately. "We completed something big
andbeneficial to the Universityand Nicaragua."
Mr. Spencer's observations are that the most popular
products appear to be the ceramic vasesand wooden
bowls. He also has observed the buyers purchasing
several artisan products at one time.
"The most exciting part of this project is offering a
portal to the most affluent market in the world to people
who could only dream of such an opportunity," comments
Spencer. At this point, it is too early to evaluate any sales

...

data.
"We are amazed at the quality of the art work and
very pleased with the price which we are able to offer
For example, our largest case sells for
these products at
$37.95 while in a gift shop or gallery the same item would
be priced over $100.00."
However, some lack-luster reviews ofthe crafts can
be heard. Andy Gonzalez, a freshman nursing major, who
works in the bookstore comments: "It's pleasing to the
eye, but not practical. It's not what Iexpected it to be
The craftsmanship is not good."
Gonzalez's co-worker, Jesus Martinez, helped
translate the contract. The junior accounting major agrees
withGonzalez.
"I see that it is helpingpeople out, but we need to
sell things of good quality,"continuedGonzalez. "The
earringbacks fall off and thepurses are too small."
Other students have commented that even though
the crafts are a goodprice, it is still beyond their budget
But some have saidthat it is a unique gift that is worth
any price.
As with any situation in life,the reviews are mixed.
Only time will tell if the quality and craftsmanship is
worthy of the price and whether the hard work done by
many will pay off for a sustainable product in the campus

...

...

market.
The next step in this endeavor is up to anyone with
an entrepreneurial spirit to continue the project. The
ultimate vision is for the Nicaraguan crafts to be placed in
other Jesuit Campuses across the nation. Spencer and
others will be communicatingthe program to other
Universities in hopes of growing to a national scale.
"Students could make this happen make a big
difference," Parker says in hopes of seeing this venture
grow. "Wehave the opportunity; we just need a student to
of
SiuMiranda take it on." Parker welcomes the idea and sees SU
Courtesy Meilyng
Nicaragua
students as the ideal persons to implement the vision.
Local artisan creates crafts in

...

Fragments: A view of the campus literary magazine
KatieMusselman

Staff Writer
Uponopeningthe cover of the
magazine, T. S. Elliot's words, "These
fragments Ihave shored against my ruins,"
appears subtly thebottomofthe page.
Fragments of thought. Fragments of skill.
The name itself suggests a piece of time
that is captured in print, which in turn
translatesinto an outlook on a culture and
a timein history.
Fragments, in its 46th year of
publishing, is the SU literaryand visual
arts magazine that serves as an opportunity
for students, faculty, and alumni to be
published. But as Fr. Emmett Carroll,
overseerof the publicationstates.
"It suggests that anyone who has
been published in Fragments, though itis a
small piece of them, willendure for many

years to come; as long as the printed word
is available,"he said.
Carroll believes that with modern
forms of communication, such as the
telephone, e-mail, and instant messaging,
the written word is lost. Click the send
button, and no tangible record is left.

The visual arts portion of the
magazine submissions rangingfrom
photographs, woodblock prints, drawings,
paintings and graphic designs. A distinct
cultural attitude can be detected witheach
year of publication. For example, in
flipping through the pages in volume 45 of
Fragments, many of the photographs as
well as woodblock prints are centered on
current political affairs last year pertaining
to the war in Iraq. Others portraynovel
perspectives ofwhat is considered aesthetically intriguing today, so that several
years down the road, a person who picked

up a copy of this year's Fragments might
instantly gain an understandingof our

cultural attitudes.
The magazine itself has undergone
many changes throughout its forty-fiveyear history. It originally published only
poetry, and now looks for a diverse
selection of prose, short fiction and even
creative essays. As Editor-in-Chief
Elizabeth Fetterman, sophomore,
creative writing major affirms, "Submissions are very diverse, both in the types
of literature,and the subject in which
they are written."
Those whom are invited to submit to
the magazine are just as diverse,since
students, staff members, faculty and
alumni alike arepublished. In this respect,
the magazine brings together the creative
talent of the Seattle University community.
"Everyonehas a beautiful story within

them, she added. You neverknow who is
going to be touched by your words."

She emphasized that students ofall
majors are encouraged to submit: Fragments is not just for those who are English,
creative writing, or fine arts majors. In
fact, if undecided about what career
direction to choose, submitting writing or
visual art to the publication is an excellent
way to test the watersin the creative
writing field.
"Inconsidering a career in publishing, getting involved with Fragments has
given me insight into what is actually
involved in the process of publishing."
Natalie Mills, creative writing major
affirms.
In this diverse collection ofliterature
and art, Fragments unitesand showcases
that creativilty of the SU community and
depicts an attitueof our culture.

Arts & Entertainment
The Fifth Avenue Theatre's got your Dreamgirls
10

Kevin Curley
Staff Writer

Jennings). Jennings has performed in
numerous shows onand off-broadway,
includingOnce Upon a Mattress with

Frenchie Davis, American Idol2
runner-up, stunned audience members at
the Fifth Avenue Theater duringher
performance in Dreamgirls on Tuesday
night. The show is currently playingat the
ritzy Seattle theatre and willcontinue until

Sarah Jessica Parker. Jennings' character
manipulates the path The Dreams take to
achieve his dream of changing the image
ofblack music. Although his character was
hard to like, the way the music he sang
echoed through the halls of the theater was
overwhelming.
The Dreamettes; Effie White
(Davis),Deena Jones (Angela Robinson)
andLorrell Robinson(RamonaKeller),
performedbeautifully together in the
opening scene,"The Apollo Theater."
Davis' character begins the musical as the
lead singer for The Dreamettes,but
quickly is replacedby the slimmer, more
attractive Deena (Robinson) when the
group decides to produce their own
records.

Feb 29.
Dreamgirls is the story of three
women making their way to the top of the
music charts. Along the way,power and
money begin to tear their group,The
Dreamettes, apart. Davis' character, Effie
White, a slightly overweight singer,
struggles the most whenher appearance
hampers the group's image.
The Dreamettes, later known as the
Dreams, are managed by a money-hungry
salesman, Curtis Taylor Jr. (David

Dreamgirls was the first musical I've
seen since Ihappened to catch a performance of Bye, Bye Birdie during my junior
high school years almost 14 years ago. I
neverintended to go seeDreamgirls, but
was invited at the last minute and Ihad
nothing else to do. Imoaned and groaned

about going, especially after lookingup
the storyline on the Internet.
But, to my surprise, I was quickly
drawn into the whole experience when my
date and Iwalked into the theatre.The
great artwork on the walls,and the seats
with plenty of legroom, provided a
comfortable environment for my first
viewing of such a prestigious show. Our
seats were located center stage, about 35
rows back, far enough back not to be
drowned out by the orchestra, but close
enough to see the expressions on each of
the actor's faces.

The Spectator
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One of the main characters, James
Thunder Early (HarrisonWhite),kept the
crowd on their toes throughout the
performance. His unique style of clothes,
especially the outback garb he wore to a
steakhouse, was hilarious. White's wacky
persona gave life to some of the slow
moments in the performance, but hislove
ofhis music washeartfelt.
Overall,Dreamgirls wasa hit
performance that drew crowds that were
both young and old. You don't have to
have alove for the arts to enjoy this
performance.
The enthusiasm of the actors and
actresses, the sound that echoed through
the audience for the two plus hours of
the show, and the crowd's involvement
made for a memorable night.Dreamgirls
is a must see, whetheryou go alone,
bring your roommate or invite a date.

Spring fashion trends bring about a blast from the past
Lauren Farricker
Staff Writer
Seattleites maythink it
unnecessary to worryabout the
spring trends,but for oneof the first
times in a while, the spring trends are
beginningto look plausible. With
constant incorporation ofpastels, airy,

cowboy/cowgirl themes, this year's
spring fashion has somethingfor
everyone.
You don't have to be particularly observant to notice that vintage
is in at placessuch as Urban
OutfittersandRedlight.However,
Ms trendofthe "worn"lookhas
madeits wayintomainstream

fashion.
The wornlook costs an

individual who likesAbercrombie &
Fitch, forexample, approximately
$60 more for "ripped"jeans.These
"ripped" jeans are not individualized
and cost the personmore,is this
logical? Folks, my adviceis to
individualize yourstyle andwhat
couldbe moreappropriate and fitting
thanjeans? Your first step on the
journeyto individual style is toget
yourhandsonsomesandpaper and
scissors.Imagine the jeans asa blank
canvas andcreate a masterpiece.
If vintageisn'tyour style, this
spring'sline favors1950s aristocratic
pastels.Designers fromBanana
Republic, for example,devotedan
entireportion oftheir lineto 1950s
chic culture showing tendencies for
the JackieO.flawlessdemeanor.

Pants are tight and scarvesas
belts are very popular. Althoughnot
indemand during the rainanddrear
ofSeattle weather,capris arevery
popular fortheladies.
One word for you chic
debonaires to remember this spring:
polkadots! Although thesimple
designofthis styleiseasily looked
over,itis oneof the crucial foundations of thespring fashion this year.
You'dbetter start learningto love it.
Forboth men and women
thereis finally style withcomfort.
Another part ofthespring fashion this
year revolves aroundbaggy pants that
flowand fall nicely. However weare
not talkingbaggy

withboxers

hangingeverywhere.We are
discussing"baggy"in terms of the

fact that theyare comfortable, not
constricting and definitelynot cutting
offbloodcirculation.

wheel is turning. PersonallyIlove the
new spring fashions because I'm a
big fan ofthe wholefeminine classic

For whateverreason, infamous
designers have taken a completely
newspin for this spring. Burberry, for

look whichfits completely with the
classic motif which first mademe
love fashion and style.

example,priding themselves for the
last two centuries on being theBritish
Culture wear,is now manufacturing
bikinis and attirefor everyoccasion.
No longerpurely known for their
tarten stripes, theynow havepurses
with flowers (what isthe world
coming to?)And since whendo you
need abikini inBritain?

Iwilladmit,however, that I
believethat the gentlemenare at a bit
of a disadvantagethis springseason

Ifyou can't wearpastels, this
seasonisn't foryou. You should just
wait until the summer line comes out;

which will most likely becompletely
madeofneon,the way the color

with fashionbecause "metrosexual"
themeshave reallygluedthemselves
into the minds of the designers.
Imean,Ilovecolors, but I
don't believe that pinkis acolor most
men wear.EvenAbercrombie went
with that theme. So it isnice to see
thatAbercrombieis branching out of
their completely heterosexual
thinking. Who knows what this will
doto theirquarterly?

For more information on Army ROTC and the incredible scholarship benefits for nurses,contact Major Andrew Franz at 206-296-2439 or email at: franza@seattleu.edu
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Academy Awards should not be a popularity contest
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Catherine ODea
Staff Writer
Well it's that time ofyear
again. What time you ask? Time
for the 76" Annual Academy
Awards ofcourse. The nominations are in,and surprisingly, they
aren't as disappointing as in
previous years.
Let's begin with the Best
Picture nominations. Nominated
are: The Lord ofthe Rings: The
Return of the King, Lost in
Translation,Master and Commander: The Far Side ofthe
World, Mystic River,and
Seabiscuit. No one should be
shocked to see that The Lord of
the Rings is in this category but
what were they thinking when
theynominated Seabiscuitl Sure
it was an all right film but it was
completely forgettable. But I
guess when the Academy has
previously nominated films like
1998's ShakespeareinLove I
shouldn't be so surprised. And
then it went ahead and won the
Oscar. Idon't know if yourealize
this but it was upagainst Elizabeth, Life isBeautiful and Saving
Private Ryan. IfSeabiscuit wins
this year we shouldall think
about boycotting next year's
awards show. Don't let me forget
to mention the films that were
ousted from this category
entirely.Nowhere to be seenis
1

ColdMountain, Last Samurai, or
my favorite City of God, which
takes a look at life in a Rio de

Janeiro slum. Although I'm not
surprised to see that the latter
film went unnoticed, due its
graphic content and subject

1

House of Sandand Fog,Patricia
Clarkson from Pieces ofApril,
Hollywoodmainstream flicks?
Marcia Gay Harden from Mystic
...no one
Whatever the reason, the reality
River, Holly Hunter from
is they weren't nominated, so the
just
an
get
Thirteen and Renee Zellweger
competition probably willcome
from
ColdMountain.Once again,
neck and neck between Lord of
is
this
a tough decision to make,
the Rings and Master and
Hunter should win. In
year
Holly
but
Commander. While I'm all for
likelihood,however, Renee
all
Lord ofthe Rings,Iam definitely
year. Wait,
Zellweger will be the winner. Not
not for Master andCommander.
that she performed badly or
didn't
that
hapHaving seen allof the films
she just wasn't as good
supportanything,
For
best
actor
in
a
nominated this year for best
when
pen
Holly
as
Hunter.
ing
role,
are:
thenominations
picture, my vote goes to Lost in
Well there youhave it, my
Alec Baldwin from The Cooler,
Translation.
Roberts won
Benicio Del Toro from 21 Grams, personalquick rundown on who
It is now timefor the best
best
in
a
actress
Djimon Housou from In America, should win the most popular
actor in a leading role category.
categories at this year's Academy
Tim Robbins from Mystic River
Nominated are: Johnny Depp
in
leading
and Ken Watanabe from TheLast Awards.
from Pirates ofthe Caribbean,
But I'm not done yet
2000?
Samurai. This is a bit harder for
Ben Kingsley from House of
Here are a few more ofmy
me to decide for two reasons.
Sand and Fog, Jude Law from
ODea
Catherine
21
Thebest director
one,
opinions.
Ihaven't seen
Number
Cold Mountain, Bill Murray from
academy
go to Peter
should
Grams or The Cooler and I'm
Lost in Translation and Scan
Lord
those
Jackson
for
positive
almost
each of
ofthe Rings but
Perm from Mystic River. It is sad
be
shocked
to see it go
actors
a
wonderful
I
wouldn't
supporting
did
to say that neither Johnny Depp
for Bill Murray who Ibelieve still
Mystic
that
Tim
to
Clint
Eastwood
for
two,
is
job.
winning.
Number
has a strong chance of
nor Scan Perm has everwonan
River.
Nominated for best actress Robbins, Djimon Housou and
Academy Award, but that doesn't
performed
IfClint Eastwood won I
Ken
Watanabe
each
meanthey should win this year.
in a leading role are Keisha
be dismayed becausehe
Rider,
in
that
would
outstandingly
roles
are
Castle-Hughes
from Whale
While both actors give outstandcomparison to Lost in
in
pales
different
from
one
entirely
's
Something
DianeKeaton from
ing performances, no one should
have
to
Translation
s director Sofia
But
since
I
make
Give,
another.
Gotta
Samantha Morton
get an award just for getting
or
City
Coppola
decision,
vote
goes
a
toward
America,
my
In
Charlize
of God's
from
snubbed year after year.
Meirelles.
His
Fernando
performance
Naomi
Ken
Watanabe.
wait,
from
Monster
and
happen
didn't that
Theron
Oh
City of Godshould win best
in TheLast Samurai made Tom
Watts from 21 Grams. Now,
when Julia Roberts won for best
cinematography
and
and best film
amateur,
like
an
with
half
a
would
Cruise
look
anyone
leading
in
brain
actress a
role for Erin
editing.
know that Charlize Theron should maybe that's why he was shafted
Brockovich in 2000?
And finally, for bestNow, don't get me wrong,I walk away with the golden statue, from earninga best actor nom.
raise
animated
feature film, hands
But that comment shouldn't
and if there were a runner up
love Julia just as much as the
down,
winner should and
the
eyebrows,considering
Tom
next person, and she did a great
nomination it would definitely go any
likely
most
willbe Finding
Cruise,
always
Cruise is
Tom
job in that film, but if anyone saw to Samantha Morton. She was
sported
and
Nemo.
fangs
the
fact
even
when
he
excellent,
not to mention
Ellen Burstyn's performance in
matter,but what about those

should
award
for getting
snubbed

after

wealthy character. As for Keisha
Castle-Hughes, Iwish there were
an award for best new actress.
Whale Rider is her first film and
she is the youngest best actress
nominee in Academy Award
history. Although Ido look
forward to moreperformances by
Keisha Castle-Hughes,this year I
am overwhelmingly partial to
Charlize Theron.

Julia
for

role...

Requiemfor a Dream you would

know that she was robbed. Well,
this year probably won'tbe any
different and Scan Perm willmost
likely win,which won't be a
disappointment, but I'mrooting

that InAmericashouldhave been

nominated forbest picture as
well. Idon't think Icould stand
to see Diane Keaton win the
Oscar since she, inrecent years,
alwaysplays the sameold

an accent forInterview with a
Vampire, which washisbest onscreen performance,by far.
For best actress in a
supporting role, the nominations

are: Shohreh Aghdashloo from

That's a wrap.' OnSunday,
February 29"1the Academy will
have the final say but until then
check out www.oscar.comfor the

entire list ofnominees and
categories.

'Cunt reclamation' captures audiences' attention
flawless and made it seem as if she
comfortable with the content that was
wasn't following a script.
about to berevealed.
Staff Writer
Tolentino performed thehilarious
The play was filled with humorous
"Reclaiming Cunt,"
outrageous
shocking
and
performances, sad anecdotes and
Seattle University's first V-Day
piece orgasmically
with
the
true
where
the
entire
having
facts,
to do
life
all
presentation of Eve Ensler's play, The
out
the
letter by letter.
spelled
women
the
word
experiences
of
from allover
Vagina Monologues, raised some eyebrows
thought-provoking
very
"It
was
Friday,
world.
Saturday and
and awareness last
and everyone did a really goodjob. It
While some performances were
Sunday night in the Campion Ballroom.
others,
no
was very honest and I
admire the
room
thereis
doubt
that
stronger
began,
the
than
Before the show
each
presented
courage
of
one
of
the performers,"
students,
message,
play
EveEnsler's
and
was packed full ofanxious
Bourne,
sophomore
English
Wismer
Stacia
a
by
V-Day
the
said
University,
discussing
Seattle
guests,
their
professors, and
'
Department
Center,
major.
the
Studies
play,
long
awaited
while
Women's
excitement for the
Devin Biviano, a senior Internaand the Society of Feminists, was thoughtothers relaxed in their seats chattingabout
tional Studies major, shared someof the
fullyand accurately portrayed.
what their plans were for later that night.
same feelings,"1saw it professionally
There were five outstandingperforGloria Gaynor's "IWill Survive"
and Ididn't think that anyone who
mances by Colleen Egan, Shannon
playedthrough the speakers, followed by
Kerry
Rankins,
Emma
wasn't professional could pull it off, but
German and
an array of womensingers and their
Lloyd
Sophia
they
Wilkinson,
and
did and Iam impressed with all of
Adana
empoweringsongs, appropriately setting
the ladies."
the mood.
Tolentino.
There were also a few ensemble
Egan performed "The Vagina
At 7:40 p.m. the lights dimmed over
pieces
which
woman's
that consisted of the actresses
story
Workshop,"
Lauryn
Wop"
told one
the audience and
Hill's "Doo
answering
questions like, "What would
fact
that
she
hadn't
been
overcoming
single
of
the
song fadedinto the background. A
wear, say, and smell like?"
vagina
Egan
her
a
your
vagina.
able
to
look
at
did
file line of 15 women dressed all in black
Each
one
the
15 actresses would belt
at
an
accent
of
job
maintaining
English
and
great
took their
walked toward the stage
out quick one word answers, "a sweater,
throughout the entire monologue.
positions.
German and Rankins bothperformed keep out, pineapple."
The lights came up and revealed that
"I've seen The Vagina Monologues
the dramatic and intense "My Vagina Was
the actors weren't solely wearingblack.
My Village," which was done in honor of
brfore andIreally like how instead of
Their individual costumes displayed hints
the women in Bosnia and Kosovo who had just three actresses, there were fifteen
of red in the forms of scarves, bows, and
which worked really well for the enbeen brutally raped.
shawls. Thecrowd silenced andthe
"My
Wilkinson performed
Short
semble pieces," saidCristina Castro, a
performance began.
that
her
Skirt,"
short senior English major.
"I see there's a wholebunch of
in which she exclaims
It was clear that the entire cast and
anyone's
skirtisn't for
benefit but herself.
lovely vaginas in the audience tonight,"
show,
not take this topic lightly.
the
crew
did
Lloyd,
produced
Psychology
who also
said Marita DeLeon, a senior
were funny moments, but the
Sure,
to
there
"The
Woman
Who
Loved
performed
major, referring to the female audience
bigger picture of ending violence against
Make Vaginas Happy," which tells the
members, "and thanks for coming, no pun
women was delivered and well received
story of a young girl's first sexual experiintended." This set the tone for the entire
by the audience when after the last scene
ence with an older woman. Lloyd was
night,making the audience laugh and feel

Catherine ODea

thecrowd gave a standing ovation.
"It's about time a Jesuit University
talked about sex," said Matt Blame,a
senior International Studies / Spanish

major.
"V-Day Seattle University is one of
thousands of V-Day CollegeCampaigns
around the country that is performing
The Vagina Monologuesas a benefit
show to raise money for organizations
that help to prevent violence against
women and girls. V-Day is a palpable
energy, a fierce catalyst that promotes
creative events to increase awareness

...

and revitalize the spirit of existing antiviolence organizations. V-Day generates
broader attention for the fight to stop
worldwide violenceagainst womenand
girls including rape,battery, incest,
female genital mutilation (FGM), and
sexual slavery.V-Day provides funding
to create and nurture innovative programs to stop the violence" (taken from
inside the playbill passed out at the
show).

The performance raked in about
$3000 on Friday night. All of the
proceeds collected from the performances will benefit Communities
Against Rape and Abuse (CARA),
Women's Freedom Center, and the work
Amnesty International and V-Day are
doingin Juarez, Mexico.
To find out more information on
these organizations and programs check
out www.cara-seattle.org.

www.womensfreedomcenter.org. and
www.vdav.org/iuarez.
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KSUB Now Accepting Applications
for 2004-2005 Positions
KSUB is currently accepting applications for management positions. Applications for General Manager andProgrammingDirector are due Feb. 27. Promotions, News, Music and Website
Directors as well as Production managers applications are due
March 8
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Then come to a Hill O Nam
general meeting.

For job descriptions and applications please visit
THE WEBSITE AT WWW.SEATTLEU.EDU/KSUB

Feb. 20 at
6:30 p.m.
m Schafer Auditorium

EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES COUNCIL
STUDENT
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BATTLE OF THE BANU^S:
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in Campion Ballroom. Doors open at 7 p.m.
Purchase tickets at the door starting at 6:30 p.m., or get your presale tickets at.

noon, Feb. 27 in Cherry Street during

XyCer TngCancCs
j?erformance.
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Question of the Week The Empire
In the wake ofthe Colorado University rape case, should
females beallowed toplay men's sports on a high school or

collegiate level?

Send your answers as aLetter to the Editor, or an opinion
column to spectator@seattleu.edu. Letters should be 300
words max, while columns shouldbe 500 wordsminimum.
Spectator editorialboard

—

Editorial
Everybody wishes taxes didn't exist, that is until you land yourself
in a correctional facility, a hospital, or an educational institution in
this country. Then, all of a sudden, taxes start looking a lot rosier.
Let's face it: taxes,like love,make theworld asweknow it go 'round.
Taxes feed criminals and take abite out ofyour paycheck. Youmight
be thinking, why would you ever vote for something as backwardssounding as that?
Lets just say, however, that you find your sense ofcivic duty and
vote for a tax initiative that promises to get your kids off drugs, protect you from crazy communists, fix potholes on your route to work,
and improveeducation.
Take acloser look. When youpay taxes,(income, property,or commercial) do you know specifically where your money is going? Of
course not. How could you? Unless you're one of thoseultra devoted
citizens who finds thenumbers on a websiteand spends hours on the
phone with some bureaucrat verifying thosenumbers and figuring out
what thehell they mean for you and your family.
That's not to say that you shouldn't trust your government. On the
contrary. You should be able to trust your government and the ways
theyspendyour money.You shouldalsohave easy access to numbers
that so closely affect your life.A middleman is needed,and themedia
must act as that middleman. The media in this country should be responsible for posting or publishing aclearand understandable breakdown of city, state, and national budgets,including a detailed explanationoftotal tax revenuesand where eachcitizen's tax dollar is spent.
A lot of work? Yes.This is decidedly alot to ask ofour media,but it
is hardly too much to ask.After all, voting is a Jot of work too.
And as citizens of a democracy who are responsible for making
informed decisions about the people we want in office and the policies we want enacted, we not only deserve, but need accurate, comprehensive,understandable information about taxes and treasuries.
Taxes are a necessary good for this society. Blind taxes, however,
will only darken the already shadowyaccountability our government
has been known to practice because it thinks nobody is looking.

from eventhough he hasundergone
much skepticism inlight oftheir extracurricular activities. Couple all
of this with the largest deficit
spending we have everseen, and
we have a wicked formula for all
goingstraight to hell. But buck up,
little campers. Before you throw on
your jean outfits and defect to
Canada, remember, it's an election
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contracts given to Halliburton to
date is $2,329 billion. Relatively,

can companies, contributed some
serious green to dubious Dubya's
presidentialcampaign. I'm nomath
whiz by any means, but I know
shady + suspicious ■scandalous.
But muchofthis is old news. We
arrive full circle to the larger questionofethics in government. Clear
year.
If you follow the yellow brick conflictsof interestand government
MichaelInocencio
road, it is not the most daunting of infidelities lead us to a long list of
Spectator columnist
tasks to substantiate innuendos of questions: Why do wego to war for
collusion. The Bushadministration dead dinosaurs? Why are electric
plethora
We pay taxes for a
of has strong ties to big oil. Bush, cars sougly? Apartial answeris that
services,
upkeep
of Cheney and Ricehave all servedas the powers that be say oil is good.
reasons: social
infrastructure,
a
execs for big oil. According to the Who protects us from these sins?
govvariety
civil
of
activities,
going
ernment
into oil- Center for Public Integrity, big oil We do.
things companies, since 1998, gave $14
It's time for some in the Adminblowing
rich countries and
up, and apparently, Vice President million to Republicans,with Dubya istrationtobereminded oftheirethDick Cheney's duck hunting trips as the top recipient. The Demo- ics courses back in the good old
with Supreme Court Justices.
cratic contribution came in a bit days ofthose expensiveIvyLeague
educations. All ofthese events ring
On Feb.5,newsbroke about the thinner, at $3.2 million.
forth on a daily tempo and
VP's excursion to the Louiwe shouldnever tireof issues
siana backcountry with
It's time some in the
that may grow trite.There is
longtime friend, Supreme
to be realatent complacency wecan
Court Justice Antonin
cede if we do grow weary of
Scalia.Two first-classtickethics
thisongoingnews. Politics is
ets onAir Force2 not too
personal.
Itshouldbe the fuel
shabby.
old
in the
courses
marks
our will for
wrong?
So why is this
that
those
days
expensive
Ivy
greatsociety's
change
in
this
Other than the fact that
At the least,it should
history.
good workingpeopleofthis
League educations.
make you want to vote and
country are virtually raped
tell others to do the same.
every paycheck for a variAdditionally,KBR/Halliburton,
ety ofmisuses of funds, Cheneyis
already underscrutiny forhis lapse Cheney's old stomping grounds, is
in governmentethics.An extranote: the leadingrecipientof government Michael Inocencio is afirst-year
Cheney &Co.are appealing a case contracts in the reconstruction of Master's ofPublic Administration
in the Supreme Court that Scalia the war-torn regions of Iraq and student. Sendfeedback to

The Spectator EditorialBoard consists of Erica Terence,
KyleFord andAustin Burton. Signedcommentariesreflect
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strikes back

Kevin Uhl
Spectator columnist
Yes, there is constructionon 12th
Avenue. Yes, it requires a detour.
Yes,it takes up free parking.Yes,it

causes delays. Yes, the construction
does seem to be anuisance. However, and Ithink fortunately, this is
an opportunity to do something
new.

The Spectatorrecently reported
onthe hassle that theroadimprovement is causing for findingparking
("Road construction rears student
frustration," The Spectator, 1-1204). The article discussed how students would drive around for tens

of minutes looking for a place to
park the car. Thearticle offered solutions about carpooling andlower
cost parking permits that provide
parking farther frommain campus.
Unfortunately, the article did not
offer the most practical and environmentally friendly solutions.
While carpooling is a great way to
address student commutes, if you
have the time, why not ride your

bike or take thebus? Sure, thesealternatives mayseem to take longer,
but when you factor in the amount
of time spent trying to find a parking space and walking to class, it
more than makes up thedifference.
Our school offers great incentives for taking the bus or riding
bikes. Bikes have priority parking
all around campus. Unlike cars,
theyare actually near the buildings
we go into, whicharelimited to the
perimeters of campus.
As for the bus, students receive
discounts on the regular monthly
bus passes as well as great access
around campus. If you commute
fromafar, abuspass is cheaper than
gas and aparkingpermit.
Peopleseem tobe worriedabout
riding on the bus. What does this
say to others about my status because Idon't drive a car? Don't
think of this as a curse. Instead,
think of yourself as a pioneer into
a new,more sustainable future.
Thebus offers an opportunity to
learn spots around Seattle as well.
When driving, you might not notice that small restaurant or that
hole-in-the-wall cafe,but whensitting,such things become apparent.
As for riding your bike, not only
do you improve your health, but
you also offset greenhouse gases
that would have otherwise added to
global warminghad you useda car.
The air quality around Seattle will
be better off fromless smog.Plus,
the money you save on gas and a
parkingpermit can go towards paying off those school loans.

Unfortunately, I doubt this will
persuade many people. The costs
supposedly haven't beenaccounted
for.The car offers the quickest trip.
My question is, where are we going that weneed to get there faster?
If we are late, we are already late
and there is no need to rush.
As for our state of mind, this is
very unhealthy. Competing for
parking is not the way to go, especially with the tanks people drive.
Furthermore, as aperson that does
walk, Iwould very much appreciate less cars because Ido not want
to face death by crossing the street
every day.
Now, Icannot make you choose
to do any of my suggestions. However,it wouldbe amazing ifstudents
showed the sameconcern for urban

environmental action that Seattle
University's staff already does.It is
by no fluke that the University has
won numerous environmental
awards. It is no fluke that many environmentalconferences have come
to SU because ofits record. It is by
no fluke that SU's recycling rate
increased above last year's already
high61 percentmark.
Theincentives are there. SU has
the possibility to become the premiere university in the Northwest
in yet another area. But the question becomes, will we, as the leaders of tomorrow, begin to live as
healthier leaders today?
Kevin Uhl is a junior ecological
studies major. Sendfeedback to
uhlk@seattleu.edu.
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Trading technologies on the biack market

S. Arsalan Bukhari
Spectator columnist
"reformists" inIran have given sensidocuments to the International Atomic
gy Agency (lAEA),based on which an
satory case against the Islamic Republic
of Pakistan is being prepared. The governof Pakistan apparently believes that
ugh conducting investigations against
ntists and to do away with their wellearned respect, it willrid itselfof these accusations. In this state of affairs, the president
Gen.PervezMusharraf,has demted a great amount ofbravoure by aptly going against the "international
"
whose business has been the trading

Eie
Kit

Eistan,

leartechnology.
When international regulations weremade
pertaining to these activities, an article was
included which statedthat if a company supplies equipment related to the design and

is acquired from taxes recovered from the
public and in the case of failure there is no
accountability,per se.
There are limitations in the fieldofatomic
wares and missiles. The countries to which
these technologies maybe sold are not buyers but instead are suppliers; sales may not
be made to ones which are buyers. Therefore, those operating inthis field have themselves created a black market. Their agents
contact the governments of developing nations and pledge to them that the supplies that
these countries require will be furnished to
them. The makers of atombombs, the supposed "causeures revolutionairres," furtively
pay large amounts to obtain these supplies.
When transactions worth millionsand sometimes billions of dollars are executed, these
black marketers hand over the receipts from
these transactions to various intelligence
agenciesbelonging to Western countries. The
reality is that no person or organization engaged ininternational black marketeeringcan
carry out their business without the knowledge,support and assistance of international
agencies.
These above described operations have
been happening for quite a long time in the
international black market. Upon receiving
billionsof dollars from smaller countries-, in
which Iwill include almostallMuslim councompapoint:private
To get to the exact
tries,
this intelligenceis given toagencies and
costs
risksinvolved
nies cannotafford the
and
to which these agencies besituation,
governments
In
this
this
work
the
inbasic research.
is done in the public sector where the money long,bring a case against the smaller coun-

development of nuclear technology,actions
will be taken against that company, not
against the country in which it is based. Its
stated purpose was to accept that a government may not have knowledge that a company within its borders is engaged inunlawful activities. Its dessein effectif actually is
to provide business to private firms in the
West. If controls on exports were effective,
who wouldbuy the sophisticated technology
developedby them? Andhow would theybe
able to recover the investments in the development of these technologies?
Whenever there is research being conducted, nomatter the field, theuse ofthe findings and its profitability cannotbe accurately
foretold,all the while the reality looms that
basic research is enormously costly. For this
reason, private companies are unwilling to
invest their funds in basic research. Private
companies have to obtain authorization for
theirinvestmentsand undertakings fromtheir
directors and these directorshave to explain
cash layouts to shareholders in their yearly
meetings. Now, if it isn't known whether
there is a market for the technology developed by their research and if it is, then how
profitable it maybe, thenin this situation they
will have tocome up with some type ofconvincingexplanation to the stockholders.

try, causing the failure oftheir

technological

programs.

In newspaper reports it is always mentioned that such-and-such country has acquired parts and equipment for the development of atomic devices or missiles and the
U.S. government expressesanger and dismay
at this news,but subsequent to thjs. there is
no investigation to try to discover from where
exactly does this technology originateprior
to reaching the black market?The answer is
simple: it comes from us.
The international community should not
expresssurprise at the discovery ofDr. Abdul
Qadeer Khan's sales of nuclear technology
to Iran, Libya and North Korea. It is apparent that intelligencia already had full knowledge that sellingnuclear technology has been
the modus operandi ofcountries which possess the expertise to produce it.
Furthermore, a caveat emptor for developingcountries ingeneral,and Islamic countries in particular: engaging in unlawful activities, while inconsequential for the more
powerful Western countries, will rear consequences for smaller countries no matter what
their intentions may be. And no matter how
discretelythey may be carried out, will also
very likely be soon divulged to the world; it
is a trap to be avoided.
S. Arsalan Bukhari is a seniorbusiness
finance major. Send feedback to
bukhars@seattleu.edu

Letters to the Editor
Fite Club
We wanted to thank The Spectatorfor putting out a really nice and well-written piece
about our open-source music campaign
("Fitehouse fights RIAA; says open source
music is the way to go," The Spectator, 115-04). Your article has gained us a lot of
new interest and has helped in getting more
people into the whole "GPML" idea.
Mixes are slowly starting to creep in from
the open-source files, and we'll be collecting them and promoting them in the coming
months. They'll behosted on oursite and perhaps we'lleven announce it all with another
postcard (just when you thought you'd been
freed from our coated-paperassault).
have really grabbed on to this and
think it's extremelycool. Kyle Ford got
ght in that we're not totally altruistic,but
think this open-source thing is a lot of
, and if it takes off and other bands start

ieople

—

runningwith it wecanall say we were there
at the beginning!

parking, incredibly fortunate if you can find ("Presentation addresseship-hop's effect on

three-hourparking,andblessedby the greater society," The Spectator,1-12-04).
Thereal story ofThe Source's originis can
powers that be ifyou find four-hour parking.
city
be
found at http://www.hiphopmusic.com/
lot,
a
or
that,
pay
the
it's pay for
Gabe Gilligan,lead vocalist, Fitehouse After
archives/000334.
htm1.
your
parking
ticket.
Baltimore,Md.
for
topic of the article, the
themain
Regarding
to
parking
problem
understating
the
It's
insinuate that one can park all day for free assessment of hip-hop's origins is misinParking
within about two miles of campus. If there formed. This is clearly illustrated evenby the
were free all-day parking within hiking dis- song cited, "Rapper's Delight," which is in
Iappreciated the article aboutthe parking tance of campus, there wouldn't be so many fact devoid of the negative themes Bob Ray
problemaround campus ("Road construction commuterstudents on the bus.The fact is, if Sandersrefers to.
rears student frustration," The Spectator, 1 youneed to be at school for more than a few
Also, the release of "Rapper's Delight"in
12-04), however Iwas a bit put-off when I hours,
1
979is
not at all a "commonlyaccepted startyou'repaying for it. Period.
read that parking meters on 12th Aye. would
ing date" for hip-hop. It is well-documented
mean "even fewer free, all-day parking
that the culture had existed for at least five
Erin Wenzel
spaces." Since when has Capitol Hillhad any
years by then, having beeninnovated bypiofree all-day parking? Those whiteand green
neers such as Kool Here,Grandmaster Flash,
Rap
it
hour"have
been
there
stating
"1/2/3/4
signs
and Grand Wizard Theodore long before it
as longas Ican remember.
was commodified in 12-inch form by Sylvia
FYI,the failedrapper Ray"Benzino" Scott
I've been working and going to school in
Sugar Hill Label.
Robinson's
this neighborhood for more than four years, is NOTa co-founder of The Source, and is
and I've concluded that you're lucky to get almost universallyconsidered a charlatan and
Jay Smooth
one-hour parking, fortunate to get two-hour a disgrace within the hip-hop community
New York City

Coming to a vote near you.

-

up

Philip Bgly

Article XXVIII
Section 1 The right of citizens to be legally
joined in marriage, which is defined as the
union of a man and a woman, shall not be limited
~by the deaire of citizens who choose to be gay
an
bo:
equal
lesbian to be recognized as having
to their non-traditional partners.
Section 2 Citizens who have chosen to be
hermaphroditic and are already married will be
obliged to choose between having corrective
surgery until their genitalia is completely
traditional, and having their marriage renamed
a civil union. Transsexual citizens may
be married if they are post-op.

Section 3 Homosexual citizens shall now be
referred to as Sodomites, to make things easie
during judgment day.
Section 4 Congresß shall have power to enforce
this article through appropriate legislation as
well as through a summary force of United States
soldiers of a size deemed necessary
implemented with or without the consent of congres

Icall it the "Separate But
Equal Amendment 2, More Separate,
But More Equal." I've been
looking for something more positive
to go down in history for after
that whole Iraq fiasco and luckily
Ireally believe in this! Shoot,
first y'all said slavery weren't
alright and Ican see how that
might be the case and then y'all
said women should have the vote
and Iknow that's right cause ya
gotta keep the woman happy, but
how many 3000+ year old traditions
can they get rid of fore someone
puts his foot down? The best part
is, this way, nobody can call it
unconstitutional !
Iguar-an-dub-ya- tee it!. Vote for me!
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What is your dream spring break?
Compiledby A.J. Chavez

"To go through the Amazon, bond with
the animals and bask in the sun."

"Going to New Yorkfor a week. Oh wait!
am going!"
I
MAGE,
PRE-MAJOR, FRESHMIKEE

"Camping near a sunny beach with my
girlfriend and a book."
KEVINKEITH, CIVIL ENGINEERING,
JUNIOR

— ROWENA CATALLA,ENGLISHLITERA- —

"Snowboardingin the European Alps."

"Maybe spending a week in Europe."
on a sunny Hawaiian beach."
—
— "Laying
MICHELE IVANEZ, ENGLISH, SOPHORHIDUPREE, INTERNATIONAL STUD-

—

— PAUL GOODFELLOW, SCIENCE &
ENGINEERING, FRESHMAN

MAN

TURE, SOPHOMORE

MORE

IES, FRESHMAN
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